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					 Welcome to integrity funerals



Integrity Funerals has been involved in a significant way serving the Gold Coast and Brisbane for over 20 years and are a dedicated team of funeral professionals. If faced with the loss of someone important to you, we are committed to helping you commemorate them as you wish.

The first step in celebrating a lifetime journey is talking with someone you can trust. We have a genuine need and desire to treat you as people first by providing service that is both meaningful and relevant.

We want to help you look back at the funeral day with an overwhelming feeling you have done all you could to make it a cherished and important day in your family’s life.

We hope you find the information here helpful and informative.

For Funeral Arranging on the Gold Coast or Funeral Pre-planning our dedicated team will be here for you every step of the way.

Rowan Steer

General Manager

                        
						
                        

                        
						                     

                  

               

            

         
	

            
               
                  
				
									
					
				

				
				
				
					
					Integrity Funerals

Supporting Each Other Through Loss



Nothing shakes a person deeper to their core than losing a loved one. At times the sadness and grief are overwhelming. This is a normal and healthy part of the process and understanding it can help deepen our connection to our loved one and each other. As is laughter, so is grief a natural part of humanity. And though solitude can help with the process, so can shared comfort.

Integrity Funerals on the Gold Coast offers a full range of personalised funeral services designed to celebrate life, provide comfort, and honour your loved one’s unique journey. With compassion and professionalism at the forefront of their work, their experienced Funeral Directors are here for Immediate support or Funeral Pre Planning. Integrity Funerals also offer pre-planning services, easing the emotional and financial burden on families during a time of grief. Their commitment to serving the Gold Coast community with authenticity and warmth makes them a trusted choice during difficult times.
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                        Service Type

						Funeral prices can vary depending on your personal choices.

                     

                  

               

            

			
            
               
                  
				  
                     
                     1. Funeral Service
followed by burial

                  
				  
                  
                     
                     2. Burial with
Graveside Service

                  
				  
                  
                     
                     3. Cremation with Service

                  
				  
                  
                     
                     4. Non Attended Burial

                  
				  
                  
                     
                     5. Direct Cremation Gold Coast
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					  In accordance with the Fair Trading (Funeral Pricing) Regulation 2022, and to ensure transparency in respect of pricing, click on the link below to view our pricing and disclosure document. If you prefer, please contact us, so we can provide you with a more comprehensive estimate for a funeral service.
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                           My mums celebration of life was yesterday. I can not thank Rowan, Tracey and Kim enough for their kindness and support. The service was beautiful. The whole team were so caring and professional. Loosing mum was heartbreaking, the team were so easy to talk to. I know she would have been happy and so proud. It couldn’t have been more perfect than it was. Thank you for helping us make this day so special in honour of my gorgeous mum.

                           
                              Sam P

                           

                        

					 
                                                   
                           “I can not thank all of the staff at Integrity Funerals particularly Blair, Tracey & Sharon for caring for my brother and providing us with the exact funeral that we wanted. Every request, some on short notice, were meet and at a stressful time their support, guidance and additional small touches helped us to plan and celebrate his life perfectly.

The venue is gorgeous and provides a peaceful place to celebrate and the cost was extremely reasonable. I would not hesitate to use Integrity Funerals again based on this experience.”.

                           
                              Cherry B

                           

                        

						
                     

                  

               

               
            

         

            
			
               
					                        
                        Contact Us

						Integrity Funerals Office and Chapel

                     

			   

			   
			   
			   
				
					
18 Tonga Place, Parkwood

We are just near the Gold Coast University Hospital and Southport Lawn Cemetery

Our offices are open Monday to Friday

8.00am – 4.00pm(and other times by appointment)Our friendly staff are on call 24 hours a day, every day of the week.

Postal address

18 Tonga Place, Parkwood


 

Phone Number

1800 995 352, 07 5576 4545




 

Email Address

service@integrityfunerals.com.au
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                        Locations

                        
                           
                              18 Tonga Place, Parkwood                        
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